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Abstract: The Database Forensics Investigation (DBFI) field is focused on capturing and investi-
gating database incidents. DBFI is a subdomain of the digital forensics domain, which deals with
database files and dictionaries to identify, acquire, preserve, examine, analyze, reconstruct, present,
and document database incidents. Several frameworks and models have been offered for the DBFI
field in the literature. However, these specific models and frameworks have redundant investigation
processes and activities. Therefore, this study has two aims: (i) conducting a compressive survey
to discover the challenges and issues of the DBFI field and (ii) developing a Unified forensic model
for the database forensics field. To this end, the design science research (DSR) method was used
in this study. The results showed that the DBFI field suffers from many issues such as the lack
of standardization, multidimensional nature, heterogeneity, and ambiguity, making it complex for
those working in this domain. In addition, a model was proposed in this paper, called the Unified
Forensic Model (UFM), which consists of five main stages: initialization stage, acquiring stage,
investigation stage, restoring and recovering stage, and evaluation stage. Each stage has several
processes and activities. The applicability of UFM was evaluated from two perspectives: complete-
ness and implementation perspectives. UFM is a novel model covering all existing DBFI models
and comprises two new stages: the recovering and restoring stage and the evaluation stage. The
proposed UFM is so flexible that any forensic investigator could employ it easily when investigating
database incidents.

Keywords: database forensic; digital forensic; design science research; model

1. Introduction

Database Forensic Investigation (DBFI) is a branch of digital forensics that examines
database content to confirm database incidents. It is considered a significant field to
identify, detect, acquire, analyze, and reconstruct database incidents and reveal intruders’
activities [1]. It has suffered from several issues, which have resulted in it becoming a
heterogeneous, confusing, and unstructured domain. Examples of these issues include
a variety of database system infrastructures, the multidimensional nature of database
systems, and domain knowledge effectively being scattered in all directions. Various
database system infrastructures with multidimensional natures have enabled the DBFI
domain to address specific incidents. Therefore, each database management system (DBMS)
has a straightforward forensic investigation model/approach. Consequently, the issues of
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different concepts and terminologies in the forensic investigation process and the scattering
of domain knowledge have produced other challenges for domain forensic practitioners.
Therefore, this study has two contributions:

(i) Conducting a comprehensive review to discover the research directions of the
DBFI field;

(ii) Developing a unified forensic investigation process model to solve the complexity,
interoperability, and heterogeneity of the DBFI domain.

The novelty of this study lies in the development (and applicability testing) of five
simplified conceptual models for the DBFI domain in the unified model called UFM. Each
conceptual model of the UFM can work separately. For example, the first sub-model detects
the database incidents and the investigation team’s required investigation procedures and
policies. The investigation team uses the second conceptual sub-model to acquire, preserve,
and examine the volatile and non-volatile data from the victim database. The third sub-
model allows the investigation team to rebuild, analyze, and document all database events
to discover the criminal activities. The fourth model is used to restore and recover the
database continuity and mitigate the risk, whereas the fifth model improves the existing
investigation process and trains the staff. The fourth and fifth conceptual submodules are
new in the DBFI domain and have not been widely reported in the current literature.

The advantages of the proposed model are to provide a clear picture and main investi-
gation reference for database forensic investigators on how to deal with different database
incidents. Thus, entire investigation processes and tasks are available in this unified model,
reducing the ambiguity and confusion among database forensic investigators.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the related
work, while Section 3 discusses the methodology. After that, Section 4 gives the results
and discussion. Section 5 discusses the advantages of the proposed model. Finally, the
conclusion and future directions are given in Section 6.

2. Related Work

A review of the relevant literature can result in several models and frameworks
proposed in the DBFI domain. On the other hand, the researchers in [2–6] maintained that
the database forensics models might face failure when examining the database systems.
Such failure could occur because of the multidimensionality of database systems and
the diversity of database management systems (DBMSs). In addition, database forensics
concentrates upon a single dimension, i.e., file system. This dimension is mainly hinged
on determining, collecting, handling, storing, responding to incidents, and training [2].
In some cases, however, it is not easy to detect database incidents without productive
cooperation among digital investigators regarding analyzing a database [2].

Moreover, practices and processes in database forensics do not encompass the trans-
actional database features. The diversity and multidimensionality of DBMSs cause a big
challenge to the development of a standardized approach to database forensics. As a
result, the present digital forensics models cannot encompass all concepts within database
systems [7]. Generally, the mainstream research conducted in the database forensics field
focuses on recovering database contents and metadata. This necessitates carrying out
different tasks regarding documenting the evidence collected from database incidents [8,9].

Several forensic investigation models in the existing literature concentrate on the
Oracle Database. For instance, in [10], a proposed model demonstrated how an Oracle
log file could be applied to revealing the attacking events. In that study, the authors
investigated the redo logs’ binary format, which shows where the required evidence could
be found. In addition, they attempted to determine the best way to integrate the evidence
into an event timeline. They also suggested how an attacker attempts to cover their tracks
by considering an already failed attack and spotting it. The authors in [11] explained
how to recover already deleted evidence (in the case of the Oracle objects). This aids
examiners in an indirect recovery of evidence from the data files of a compromised server.
In addition, a malevolent entity can also drop the objects, although an examiner can use the
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Oracle DB Views and Tables (for instance, SOURCE$, IDL_UB1$, OBJ$, IDL_CHAR$, and
RECYCLEBIN$ tables) to find the location of the dropped objects. In [12], the researchers
introduced a forensic model applicable to capturing the attack-related evidence against
authentication mechanisms.

The Listener’s log file and the audit trail are leveraged in that model. The log file
comprises some details regarding the connection with the database server, e.g., the Internet
Protocol (IP) address, the instance name, and the name of the Service Identifier (SID). The
audit trail consists of details about the successful and unsuccessful attempts in login and
logoff activities. Thus, inspectors can gather evidence from the Listener’s log file and the
audit trail against the authentication mechanism. This is established by assuming that the
audit trail is enabled within the corresponding DB. The authors in [13] proposed another
forensic model that focuses on the database servers’ disconnection from the network for
the obtainment of volatile data. For the recovery of fragile data from the database server,
two investigation processes, i.e., the Identification process and the Evidence Collection
process, were suggested. During the former, the investigators disconnect the database
server from the network and forensic environment and then use techniques to move the
already captured data. However, during the Evidence Collection process, the investigator
collects volatile data from compromised database servers. There is a need for forensics
research to carefully recover and store volatile data and make the data ready for later
analyses. This way, forensic investigators could collect non-volatile data in a “human-
readable” form; this form of data could be more easily observed than stored binary data.
Then, in [14], the detection investigation forensic model was proposed. It highlights how
examiners can explore evidence of data theft in the absence of auditing. They modelled the
ways to determine an Incident Responder/DBA if an Oracle Database server breach has
happened without any audit trail, assuming attackers have attained unauthorized select
access to data.

In 2008, the SQL server forensic analysis method was proposed [15], which was applied
to collecting and analyzing the evidence obtained from the MSSQL server database. That
method comprised four phases: preparation of the investigation, verification of the incident,
collection of artefacts, and analysis of the artefacts collected in the previous phase. The
method was entirely concentrated on the SQL server database. In addition, the researchers
in [16] proposed another database server detection and investigation process model. Their
most important goal was to detect the database servers and gather necessary data. Their
model consisted of server detection, data collection, and data analysis. On the other hand,
its drawback was its incapability to work on volatile artefacts.

In [17], the authors introduced a new model, i.e., the detection inconsistencies database
model, to identify and name the bytes and interpret them for the MySQL database system.
This helps users to detect the discrepancies appearing in a database. However, Khanuja
and Adane [8] asserted that there is no literature knowledge for multiple log files and
cache for more analyses. They used the MySQL database server log artefacts. Furthermore,
the authors in [18] proposed a reconstruction model applicable to reconstructing the basic
SQL statements from redo logs that restore the formerly deleted or updated values. The
drawback of the model was that it was focused on the DML statements and ignored the
basic DDL statements. In [19], a practical forensic approach was suggested to reconstruct
the basic SQL DDL statements to enhance the previous approach. The authors in [8] built a
framework to identify, gather, analyze, validate, and document digital evidence to detect
malicious tampering. It was composed of three phases: collection and analysis of non-
volatile data; collection, analysis, and reconstruction of volatile data; and comparison of
the obtained results. Apart from various database forensic domain knowledge projected
for DBMSs, the literature also consists of several forensic tamper detection models and
algorithms for the database systems analyses. For example, in [20], the authors introduced
discovering methodology and a scenario to detect covert database systems to aid inspectors
in the detection of covert database systems. In [21], a new model was proposed that was
able to gather digital evidence effectively. It can collect evidence from a database business
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environment to be applied to authorized and unauthorized events investigations. The
model employs different database features such as replication, triggers, and log file backup.
The researchers in [22] scientifically built a forensic tamper detection model that could
detect a compromised database audit log using a strong one-way hash function. However,
the weak point of their model was its incapability of analyzing intruders’ activities, decid-
ing the time tampering occurs, determining which data have been altered, and effectively
identifying the adversary. This model was primarily designed to investigate a compro-
mised database management system. The model involves two investigation processes:
(1) identification, which is dedicated to the preparation of database forensic layers, methods,
and the forensic setting, and (2) collection, which involves the collection of doubted data
from the database management system and their transfer to a secure place to be exposed
to further forensic inspections. In [23], a model was introduced to gather, preserve, and
analyze the database metadata against database attacks. It consisted of four processes:
collection and preserving, analysis of the antiforensic attacks, analysis of the database
attacks, and preservation of the evidence reports. In [24], the authors introduced a new
model capable of creating database events in such a way that the intruder activities could
be well recognized. The model comprises two processes: collection and reconstruction
of the evidence. The process of collection involves gathering the evidence by replicating
sources. On the other hand, the reconstruction process involves reconstructing the users’
activities and detecting malevolent activities.

Moreover, the literature consists of many forensic algorithms and tools applicable
to the database forensics domain. For instance, with the help of a strong one-way hash
function, the researchers in [22] could detect tampering with the database audit log. This
way, all compromised database audit logs could be well detected. On the other hand,
their proposed algorithm cannot analyse intruder activities, determine the exact time of
tampering, recognise the altered data and identify the adversary. For that reason, several
researchers have attempted to build effective forensic analysis algorithms to fill this gap.
Examples of such forensic algorithms include Red Green Blue (RGB), Monochromatic, Tiled-
Bitmap, a3D, and Red Green Blue Yellow (RGBY) algorithms. They offer various capacities
for data analysis regarding the time and cost requirements. For instance, the Monochromatic
algorithm can detect one corruption event, while RGB is capable of detecting two corruption
events. Note that RGBY can detect even more such events but with false alarms.

However, the literature contains only a few forensic tools applicable to the database
forensics field, e.g., SQL Profiler (MS SQL Server) [25], ProfilerEventHandler (My SQL)
Khanuja and Adane [8], and Log Miner (Oracle DB) [26]. By using SQL Profiler, system
administrators would be able to monitor events in an instance of MS SQL Server. This
graphical tool can collect and keep information regarding operations/events in a file or
SQL Server table for further analysis. The ProfilerEventHandler, a MySQL tool, uses the
interface to handle the profiling and tracing of the events [8]. Wright [26] developed the
Log Miner tool, which helps a DBA or forensic investigator to rebuild the actions that
happened in a database.

In addition, the present study reviewed the existing forensic works concentrating
on the NoSQL database systems. For instance, in [7], the authors developed a forensic
investigation framework for the document storage of NoSQL DBMS based on its unique
features. Their framework contains five phases: preparing, acquiring and preserving,
identifying the distributed evidence, examining and analyzing, and finally, reporting and
presenting. However, it does not evaluate the scheme of a database or database forensic
characteristics, such as collecting logs to evaluate the operations. The authors in [27]
designed a forensic tool applicable to investigating the internal structure and data file
format of one of the most extensively employed NoSQL DBMSs, i.e., MongoDB. In addition,
they attempted to use their tool to find a method for the recovery of already-deleted data.
However, the tool cannot support WiredTiger, the default storage engine in MongoDB
Versions 3.2 and higher.
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In addition to the current work in database forensics, the literature consists of a
few review/survey studies. For instance, in [28], the authors reviewed the database
forensic investigation processes to provide a resource for database forensics from different
perspectives. They also discussed the challenges and limitations of the existing models
and offered several solutions to the problems discussed. In another study [29], the research
on database forensics from 2009 to 2015 was reviewed. To this end, the authors searched
eight search engines, which resulted in only 282 articles. However, their review was not
associated with any discussion on challenges, limitations, directions, or solutions to the
problems in the domain of database forensics. The authors in [30] carried out a systematic
literature review on the same domain from 2015 to 2017. They only employed two search
engines to collect required data: IEEE Explore and Science direct. They designed a forensic
analysis model that comprised 13 stages: identification, preparation, comparison, recovery,
distribution, acquisition, carving, collection, restoring audit log, determination of events,
examination and presentation, documentation, and reporting. In [31], the researchers
proposed an investigation process model performing definite tasks to explore relevant
information on operations carried out on the Oracle Database concepts. They considered
four research processes in their model: cancellation of the database operation, collection of
data, reconstruction of a database, and fixing the database integrity. Moreover, the authors
in [21] designed the Log Miner tool applicable to the Oracle database to reconstruct the
actions when the auditing features are turned off.

The present survey discovered that the database forensics field had been discussed in
the literature from four perspectives (as shown in Figure 1): database forensics dimensions,
database forensics investigation process, database forensics technology, and database
forensics knowledge management.
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3. Methodology

To achieve the objectives of this study, a design science research method was adapted
from [32]. It is a suitable methodology for developing a model that contributes to the
growth of knowledge in the domain. Thus, the design science research method is used to
develop and validate the UFM. It consists of five steps, as shown in Figure 2:

(1) Step 1. Identifying and nominating domain models.
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(2) Step 2. Gathering domain processes.
(3) Step 3. Manipulating and combining gathered processes.
(4) Step 4. Identifying the relationships.
(5) Step 5. Validation and Implementation.
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(1) Step 1. Identifying and nominating the domain models: This step involves identifying
and selecting the DBFI models for development and validation purposes. Based
on the coverage metrics [28,33], eighteen models were identified and nominated for
development and validation purposes, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Identified development and validation Models.

ID Nominated
Models Extracted Processes

1. [34] Detection process, Collection process, Reconstruction process, Restoring, and Recovering

2. [35] Authentication, System Explanation, Evidence Collection, Timeline Construction, Analysis
process, Recovering process, and Searching.

3. [14] The preparation process, The ollection process

4. [36] Preparation process, Incident Confirmation, Collection process, Analysis process

5. [37] Preparation of Database Environment, Extraction process, Investigation process

6. [38] Acquirement process, Investigation process, Financial Analysis

7. [9] The extraction process, Restoration process

8. [16] Server Discovery process, Gathering process, The examination process

9. [39] Investigation process, Collection process, Analysis process

10. [8] Identification process, Acquiring process, Investigation process, Reporting process

11. [5]
Crime Reporting process, Examination process, Physical Examination process, Digital

Examination process, Documentation process, Postinvestigation process, and Postinvestigation,
Analysis Process

12. [6] Preparation process, Defining/Gaining process, Artefact Collection process, Volatile Collection
process, Nonvolatile Collection process, Preservation process, Analysis process

13. [35] Collection process, Analysis process

14. [4] The preparation process, Collection process

15. [23] Collection process, Preservation process, Analysis process

16. [24] Gathering process, Examination process

17. [36] Investigation process, Rebuilding process

18. [40] The rebuilding process, Recovering process

19. [34] Initial Analysis process, Implementation process, Analysis process

(2) Step 2. Gathering the domain processes: Investigation processes of the identi-
fied models will be gathered at this step based on the following criteria adapted
from [41,42]:

The Investigation processes should be gathered from the main model text or diagram;
The Investigation process should have a meaning or definition to recognize the semantic
meaning of the investigation process.

A total of 64 investigation processes were extracted from 19 DBFI models shown in
Table 1. Most of these 64 Investigation processes are redundant and need to be combined
in order to produce unified forensics for the DBFI domain. The next step discusses the
combining process.

(3) Step 3. Combining and proposing common processes: The mapping process [43] and
harmonization process [44] were used in this study to propose common investigation
processes. Thus, five main stages were proposed: Initialization stage, Acquiring stage,
Investigation stage, Restoring and Recovering stage, and Evaluation stage. Each stage
has several investigation processes. For example, the Initialization stage can cover
the whole Investigation preparation for any investigation task. Table 2 displays the
proposed stages and their processes.
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Table 2. Proposed investigation stages for DBFIs.

Existing Processes Proposed Stages Proposed Process for Each Stage

Detection process

Initialization
Stage

Preparation process

Authentication, System Explanation

Preparation process

Preparation process, Incident Confirmation

Preparation of Database Environment

Acquirement process

Server Discovery process

Preparation process

Detection process

Preparation process

Crime Reporting process

Preparation process

Preparation process

Investigation process

Initial Analysis process

Collection process

A
cquiring

Stage

Acquisition process

Evidence Collection

Collection process

Collection process

Extraction process

Investigation process

Extraction process

Collection process

Collection process

Collection process

Preservation process

Physical Examination process, Digital Examination process

Defining Gaining process, Artefact Collection process, Volatile
Collection process, Nonvolatile Collection process,

Preservation process

Collection process

Collection process

Collection process, Preservation process

Gathering process

Implementation process
Examination process
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Table 2. Cont.

Existing Processes Proposed Stages Proposed Process for Each Stage

Timeline Construction, Analysis process

Investigation
Stage

Reconstruction processAnalysis process

Investigation process

Financial Analysis

Analysis process
Investigation process

Analysis process

Analysis process, Reporting process

Analysis process

Analysis process

Reporting process

Analysis process

Examination process

The investigation process and Rebuilding process

Rebuilding process

Analysis process

Restoring and recovering R
estoring

and
R

ecovering
Stage

Restoring process
Recovering process, and searching

Restoration process
Recovering process

Recovering process

Postinvestigation process

Evaluat-
ion

Stage

Training Staff

Evaluation of Existing
Investigation process

Nominating common processes from extracted processes is based on the similarities
in meaning or functioning regardless of naming [45]. Therefore, to nominate common
processes that vary in naming, synonyms, definitions, and meaning is laborious and
may lead to incorrect results. For this purpose, this study used three techniques to as-
sist in filtering and proposing the common processes from the extracted processes. The
techniques are:

X Synonyms check using the Wordnet2 technique;
X Synonyms check using the Thesaurus.com (accessed on 11 March 2022) technique;
X Extraction of semantic functioning or meaning of each concept.

The first and second techniques that were used in the selection process to nominate
common processes from extracted processes are synonyms check using Wordnet2 and
Thesaurus.com (accessed on 11 March 2022) techniques. WordNet2 is the richest lexical
database of English words that are gathered into several cognitive synonym sets, and the
Thesaurus.com (accessed on 11 March 2022) technique is a large and widely used free online
thesaurus [46]. WordNet2 technique is a lexical–semantic resource that groups together
words based on their meanings or functioning [47]. For example, Figures 3 and 4 illustrate
how the WordNet2 and Thesaurus.com (accessed on 11 March 2022) techniques are used to
group the candidates of common processes.

Thesaurus.com
Thesaurus.com
Thesaurus.com
Thesaurus.com
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Therefore, the common processes which have similar meanings or functioning, re-
gardless of their names or synonyms, are grouped into the same stage, as illustrated in
Table 2. The processes which have initialization or preparation meaning are combined
under the Initialization Stage. For example, the Preparation process has the same meaning
along with different synonyms such as Initial Analysis process, Preparation of Database

Thesaurus.com
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Environment, Incident Confirmation, Crime Reporting process, Acquirement process, and
Investigation process. Similarly, the detection process has the same meaning along with
different synonyms such as Authentication, System Explanation, Incident Confirmation,
and Server Discovery process. Thus, the redundant processes which have similar mean-
ings of initialization or preparation have been combined under one abstract stage called
Initialization Stage.

A similar process is applied for other proposed stages. The proposed Acquiring
Stage, Investigation Stage, Restoring and Recovering Stage, and the Evaluation Stage
are combined under redundant Investigation processes which have similar meanings or
functioning regardless of their names or synonyms. Based on the techniques described
above, 64 common processes were categorized into five stages. Each stage has similar
processes, either in semantic meaning or functional meaning.

(4) Step 4. Identifying the relationships: Based on discovering the relationships among the
proposed investigation stages and processes in the literature, the UML relationships
were used to draw the proposed model. Association and aggregation (composition)
relationships were used to draw the proposed model. For example, the first stage, i.e.,
the Initialization stage, was linked to the second stage using association relationships,
where the aggregation (composition) relationship between the Initialization stage
and their investigation was used. Figure 5 shows the proposed unified investigation
process model for the DBFI field.

• Initialization stage: This stage involves two processes: preparation and detection (see
Figure 6). The Preparation process aims to prepare an investigation team and trust
forensic tools, policies, and procedures for the investigation phase. The investigation
team must comply with agency/company policies and procedures in doing the in-
vestigation, and it must follow the laws and regulations. Then, the team detects and
verifies the database incident using specific forensic tools. The main resources for
investigations are the OS log files, application logs, database logs, trace files, and alert
files. When the database incident is detected, the investigation team moves to acquire
stage to gather the data.

• Acquiring Stage: The main purpose of this stage is to gather, preserve, and examine the
data to identify and reveal the database incidents. It consists of three main processes,
as shown in Figure 7, which are: the Acquisition process, Preservation process, and
Examination process. The Acquisition process is used to gather/acquire volatile and
nonvolatile data from different resources. The acquired data need to be protected
in terms of their integrity. The Preservation process is used to protect the acquired
data using proper techniques, e.g., hashing algorithms. The investigation team should
take a backup of the original data and hashed data in case tampering happens. The
Examination process is used to check the authentication of the acquired data. Thus,
the investigation team needs to rehash the gathered data and check the consistency
of the data; in case of no matching, the investigation team should go back and take
another copy of the original data. The investigation stage is required if the authenticity
of the data is correct and exposed to no tampering.

• Investigation Stage: This is the main stage, which rebuilds and analyzes the timeline
events, interprets, reports, documents, and presents the database incident. It consists of
three main processes, as shown in Figure 8: Reconstruction process, Analysis process,
and Reporting process. The timeline of the acquired data will be rebuilt to analyze
and interpret to find similar patterns of the crime. Then, the chain of custody of the
evidence is gathered and structured in robust documents. Finlay, the report should
be prepared and submitted to the court. Investigators need to present the result in
court and reply to all judges’ questions. This is the final stage of a real investigation;
however, one of the main points, which is often neglected by investigators, is restoring
and recovering data for business continuity. Therefore, the next stage is considered in
the proposed model to fill this gap.
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• Restoring and Recovering Stage: This stage aims to restore and recover the deleted/
damaged data to the new database environment. This stage consists of two main
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processes, as shown in Figure 9: restoring and recovering data. Data recovery is the
process of restoring data that has been lost, corrupted, or made inaccessible for any
reason or accidentally deleted.
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• Evaluation Stage: This stage needs to evaluate the investigation process to improve it
and avoid any problems. This stage consists of the postinvestigation process, as shown
in Figure 10. It is used to teach the staff the principles of the investigation and how
they can deal with or face any database incidents. In addition, it is used to improve
the whole investigation stage.
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(5) Step 5. Validation and Implementation Stage: Validation and Implementation are
two significant processes used to assess the applicability of the proposed model
to real investigations with real scenarios or real case studies. Thus, the proposed
model was evaluated from two perspectives (as mentioned earlier): The Completeness
perspective and the Implementation perspective, which are explained as follows:

• Completeness perspective: In this perspective, the focus was on the validation in case
the proposed UFM was completed against the available DBFIs models. To finalize this
process, a comparison of the UFM was made against other models [1]. The comparison
was made to verify if the proposed UFM is effective and whether it can entirely
translate and fit into the existing domain models. Table 3 shows the models used in the
comparison. The proposed UFM is more comprehensive, and it incorporates activities
that have been identified in the previous models. Table 3 shows that all the processes
of the previously proposed models are covered in the proposed UFM.
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Table 3. Comparison between exiting DBFI models with the proposed model.
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• Implementation perspective (experiments environment): The applicability of the
proposed model to the real investigation of the database incidents is evaluated in
this stage. To this end, FTK Imager and HashMyFiles forensic tools are used. The
FTK Imager tool is used to capture the data, and the HashMyFiles tool is used to
preserve the captured data. To do this, the authors used the following scenario: “We
received a complaint from a customer called Arafat. He said that his credit card is
not working, and he cannot login to his account”. For this scenario, the authors will
use the environment of the following experiment, which is illustrated in Figure 11.
The first three stages of the proposed UFM are used: the Initialization, Acquiring, and
Investigation stages to capture and reveal malicious activities:

X Initialization stage: The investigation team should review the policies and proce-
dures of the organizations and the database investigation procedures before starting
the investigation. They should prepare the trusted investigation tools. In this case,
we prepared FTK Imager and HashMyFiles tools. The investigation team inter-
viewed with DBA and the IT staff to gather the information needed to verify the
database incident. The information (database files locations, passwords, accounts,
users, IP, etc.) should be gathered through interviews. The version of the database
is Oracle 11.2.0. The DBA informed us that he discovered that the account number
of the customer was locked, and his secret key was changed. Then, we discovered
that the database had been compromised. In this case, the volatile information is
very important to detect the attack and find the path of the attack. For this purpose,
the investigation team should move to the acquiring stage.

X Acquiring stage: In the second stage, the investigation team uses FTK Imager and
HashMyFiles tools to capture and preserve volatile data. The investigation team
should capture volatile and non-volatile data (in order), as shown in Figure 12. The
captured data should be moved to an external flash disk to avoid any problem
and then duplicated. The captured data should be protected from any tamper-
ing/updating. Thus, the HashMyFiles tool should be used for this purpose. The
HashMyFiles tool is used to produce hashed values for the captured data, as shown
in Figure 13. To check the consistency of the data before moving to the analysis
procedure, the authentication of the captured data needs to be performed using the
FTK Imager tool. Thus, the file “memdump”, which is already hashed, is verified,
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as shown in Figure 14. The authentication is conducted, the value is correct, has no
tampering, and it is ready to move to the next stage of the investigation.
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X Investigation Stage: In this stage, the captured information is analyzed, and mali-
cious activities are identified. The FTK Imager tool is used to search for malicious
transactions. We started digging in the captured image and used some keywords
based on the previous DBA’s information and some log files such as “Credit Card”,
“CreditCard”, “Update”, “Delete”, and “Secret Key”. After trying all these key-
words, it was found that the attacker had changed the victim’s secret key and
changed it to 222, as shown in Figure 15.
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4. Results and Discussion

This study proposed a new unified forensics model, UFM, applicable to the database
forensics field. It unified all models and frameworks existing in the database forensics field.
UFM consists of five stages and 12 investigation processes, as shown in Figure 5. Thus,
the redundant/overlapping investigation processes were harmonized and combined in
one abstract model. For example, the initialization stage covered all existing processes
with similar meanings, such as Detection process Authentication, System Explanation
Preparation process, Preparation process, Incident Confirmation, Preparation of Database
Environment, Acquirement process, Server Discovery process, Crime Reporting process,
Defining Investigation process, and Initial Analysis process. Thus, this stage allows investi-
gation teams to prepare policies, procedures, trusted forensics tools, and trusted forensics
environments, conduct interviews, detect database crime, and conduct search warrants,
authentications, and authorizations.

Acquiring stage covered all similar exiting investigation processes with similar mean-
ings, for example, Collection process, Collection Evidence process, Extraction Process,
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Investigation process, Extraction process, Physical Examination process, Digital Exami-
nation process, Defining Gaining process, Artefact collection process, Volatile collection
process, Non-volatile collection process, Preservation process, Gathering process, and
implementation. This stage allows investigation teams to capture, preserve, and examine
volatile and non-volatile data.

The existing analysis and reconstruction processes were harmonized and gathered
under one abstract process, called the “Investigation stage”; they include Timeline Con-
struction, Analysis process, Investigation process, Financial Analysis, Investigation process,
Reporting process, Examination process, Investigation Process, the Rebuilding process,
Restoring and recovering, and Recovering process.

The Recovering and Restoring stages were proposed in UFM, which gives the proposed
model the ability to restore and recover deleted files and save time for business continuity.
The final stage, i.e., the Evaluation stage, is dedicated to learning and improvement. It
consists of post-investigation processes.

The validation process results showed that the proposed UFM is a comprehensive
model and can work with different scenarios in the database systems. UFM covered 64
investigation processes. In addition, the implementation results showed that UFM could
be implemented effectively even by investigators who are new to the field.

5. Advantages of the Proposed Unified Forensic Model

In this study, a novel model called Unified Forensic Model was developed to solve the
heterogeneity, interoperability, and complexity of the DBFI domain. The interoperability of
the DBFI domain was solved by developing the UFM. The general processes and concepts
used in the DBFI domain are identified and combined as required. This process involves
analysing the DBFI domain frameworks, models, and processes in the DBFI domain.
The study generalizes the design science approach to creating the UFM. Two validation
techniques have been utilised to ensure that the UFM can be interoperable in many database
systems: a comparison against other models and a case study. The comparison against
other model techniques has been used to ensure that the developed UFM can cover all
DBFI domain models. The case study/scenario technique has been used to ensure the
applicability of the UFM in the DBFI domain. Thus, the UFM can be interoperable along
with any database system.

Furthermore, the heterogeneity of the DBFI domain has been solved by the proposed
five common investigation stages. The proposed five common investigation processes
covered 64 investigation processes of the DBFI domain.

Therefore, the benefits of the proposed UFM for the domain of forensic practitioners
are in:

(1) Simplifying common communication amongst different DBFI domain practitioners
through a common representation layer that includes all the processes, concepts, tasks,
and activities that must exist in the DBFI domain;

(2) Providing guidelines and new model-developing processes that assist domain practi-
tioners in managing, sharing, and reusing DBFI domain knowledge;

(3) Solving the heterogeneity and ambiguity of the DBFI domain; Generality and reusabil-
ity of common processes.

6. Conclusions

Researchers attempt to collect, preserve, identify, analyze, reconstruct, and document
database incidents in the database forensics field. To this end, different database forensics
models and frameworks have been proposed in the literature. In this study, a new unified
model, called UFM, was proposed for the database forensics investigation (DBFI) field.
The redundancy in the investigation processes, which causes ambiguity and heterogeneity
among domain forensic practitioners, was addressed in UFM by combining all the existing
models and frameworks of the database forensics field. The exiting processes were grouped
and combined in five stages.
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Furthermore, two completely new investigation stages, i.e., Restoring and Recovering
stage and the Evaluation stage, were incorporated into UFM. The designs science approach
was adopted to carry out this study, developing the resulting procedure to establish a
unified forensic baseline for the database forensics field. Five stages, i.e., Initialization
stage, acquiring stage, Investigation stage, Restoring and Recovering stage, and Evaluation
stage were included in the proposed model. This model was compared with other models
proposed previously in this field to evaluate the proposed model’s completeness. The pro-
posed model allows domain forensic practitioners to identify, capture, preserve, reconstruct,
and analyze volatile and non-volatile data from suspicious databases based on trusted
forensic tools. Furthermore, it may be used as a guide to enhance the forensic database
stages and database security measures. The following recommendations are potential areas
for future research in the database forensics field: (1) developing a semantic metamod-
eling language that manages, organizes, structures, and shares investigation knowledge,
(2) developing an investigation repository for the retrieval and storage of field knowledge
to help the forensic practitioners gain quick access, and (3) applying the proposed UFM to
the real-life scenarios.
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